
Enjoy Hakone
Mt. Fuji Viewing Spots
Enjoy Hakone
Mt. Fuji Viewing Spots
Mt. Fuji is at its best when snow falls in the winter.
Please enjoy the beauty of Mt. Fuji from Hakone's viewing spots.
Mt. Fuji is at its best when snow falls in the winter.
Please enjoy the beauty of Mt. Fuji from Hakone's viewing spots.

Hakone offers beautiful scenery with
Lake Ashi, Red Torii and Mt. Fuji

Around MotoHakone-ko
The beautiful Mt. Fuji, volcanic smoke from Owakudani, 

and panoramic views of Lake Ashi

Hakone Ropeway

Area with beautiful gardens offering views of
Lake Ashi with Mt. Fuji standing in the background

Onshi Park

Take the Hakone Tozan Bus to "Taikanzan"Take the Hakone Tozan Bus to "Onshikoen-mae"

Between Hakone Ropeway "Sounzan" Station
and "Togendai" StationTake the Hakone Tozan Bus to "MotoHakone-ko"

You must see Mt. Fuji's beautiful
full silhouette

Taikanzan
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Events Schedule for February to March

※The above schedule of events are subject to change. Thanks for being understanding.

The illuminations create a scene that the colorful flowers of all 
the seasons blooming in Odawara Castle displays the dreamy 
winter with the fantasy sound and light effects. There is also an 
interactive zone for families and couples. if you hold up your 
hands, the colors of the flowers will have fantasy changes.

Odawara Castle Winter Sakura 
illuminations

■Take the Odakyu Line or the Hakone Tozan Line to "Odawara". Walk about 10 minutes.

Tokinosumika "winter illumination is an annual 
event. With the theme "Elegant Mood"

Tokinosumika illuminations

■Take the Hakone Tozan bus to "Tokinosumika Gotemba Kogen Brewery ". 

In session

In session

The "Yudate lion dance," recognized for its 
high artistic value, will be performed. In this 
dance, known as a traditional Japanese art 
form, a dancer wears a mask shaped like a 
lion's head and wards off illness and evil.

Sengokuhara Suwa-jinja shrine regular festival

■ Take the Hakone Tozan Bus to "Sengoku" and walk for 2 minutes.

Until 
4th. Mar.

Until
21st. Mar.

27st. Mar.

For the spring theme, you can enjoy "kawaii" (cute) and highly "photogenic" 
sweets at 33 stores in the Hakone area.

Hakone Sweets Collection Spring 2018Held until Apr 8

URL　http://www.hakone-sweets.com/

小田急公式 FACEBOOK

Hakone Freepass Freely enjoy the Hakone area. With this ticket, the more
 you travel, the better the value.

Three key advantages of the Hakone Freepass

Unlimited travel on eight modes of transport including 
the Hakone Tozan Line, Hakone Tozan Bus (within specified area), 
Cable Car and Ropeway

1

Complimentary / discount tickets to around 50 tourist 
attractions and hot springs in the Hakone area! 

3

Includes Odakyu Line return ticket! (boarding station to Odawara)2
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